
 

The end of May brought the 2015 season’s first specialist race for the Beeston Castle two bird club. 

Holding its annual yearling event from Carentan a distance of some 260 miles to the shortest flyers 

up to 295 for the longest flyers and with a fair forecast it was anticipated that a good turnout would 

prevail. 

The marking station for the Beeston Castle Two Bird club is now at Duddon & Clotton Hoofield 

Village hall, Willington Road Tarporley, Cheshire. since the sad passing of former club president Alf 

Harvey the marking station which was originally at Alf’s home was moved for the 2014 young bird 

race and will now be our heads quarters for the foreseeable future. It is also worth mentioning at 

this poignant point that we also lost Bob Murray in November, Bob passed away on Sunday 2nd 

November after a long illness bravely borne. Another stalwart and top pigeon man we were to lose 

in the closed season was Roy Harding. And just a couple of weeks ago we lost Alan Lawson from 

Chester. it’s a fact of life that we will lose people at the top of the tree but unfortunately we don’t 

appear to be replacing them, the space some of these fliers leave is immense so beat the drum 

people and let’s get some more people e sending.   

Beeston Castle Two Bird Club Head Quarters Duddon & Clotton Hoofield Village hall. 

Basketing got under way on the Thursday at 3pm and was nearly all completed by 4pm to 4.30pm. 

The birds were to be transported by Diane Bonney (B and I Transport) the transporter would also be 

conveying numerous other specialist clubs who would enjoy a liberation although small in size, 

special in as much of the quality of the entrants along with the size and nature of the liberation. 

The Beeston Two Birds were to be liberated with the other two and three bird clubs that were on 

the Transporter. The clubs that we are aware of at this time are the Chester Two bird, the Leigh 

Arms (Nr Liverpool Two bird club), the St Helens 3 bird Club (between Warrington and Liverpool) and 

the Market Drayton two bird club which is between Whitchurch and Stafford. 

  



         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jenny Dodd (West Cheshire 

Federation Secretary) giving a helping 

hand to Jeff Churchill (Beeston Castle 

Two Bird Club Secretary). Counting 

and taking the cash is always an 

important job at these specialist races 

Fanciers waiting in line 

to pay and put their 

pigeons through the 

marking centre for the 

race. A number of past 

winners were present  

Norman Welch BTBC President (left) over 

seeing the marking of the Beeston Castle 

Messac Classic Race. The photo includes (L to 

R) Jeff Churchill, Derek Griffiths, Alan 

Coombes, Micky Gough, Warren walker and 

Ben Oakley 



 

 

Wind and Weather Saturday 30th May 2015 

With the wind moving firmly through the country from the west it was assumed that the favoured 

area would be to the east of the boundaries, the convoy of eighty pigeons sent by the forty three 

participating members were liberated at 0930 hours into a south west wind.  

With the anticipated help in the wind and the good racing conditions a race of around the six hours 

mark for the average distance of some two hundred and seventy five miles was expected. As the day 

progressed and the early time rumours emerged it was clear that firstly this had been a great day for 

racing with excellent returns and early times to be considered from Runcorn, Eastham, Ellesmere 

Port, and Chester.    

It would soon emerge that the main protagonists from the Hooton clock station would be JC and DM 

Clews Eastham timing in at 15.24, Alan Shinton Ellesmere Port at 15.21, Warren Walker at 15.25 and 

Jones, Lamb and Daughter timing in at 15.27.  At the Duddon Clock station the leading times were D 

& J Pickstock at 15.33 and W Walker and sons 15.25 and Jeff Churchill at 15.30. 



The Beeston Two Bird Club since its inception has had a tradition that once the times have been 

converted to velocities and checked the result is compiled and relayed to the incumbent president 

to contact the first five positions in that order and congratulate them on their achievements. What 

was to ensue after this particular race was one of the closest finishes in the history of the Beeston 

Two Bird Club. Having checked and double checked the figures the result was released by the club 

secretary Jeff Churchill to the president Norman Welch esquire to inform the members of the result.  

It was fair to say at this point that shrewd money had been mounting on the Ellesmere Port pigeon 

of Alan Shinton due to the over fly of some two miles to the loft of JC And DM Clews and for those 

who make these quick calculations had not considered that the over fly was in fact further than was 

initially anticipated and as such the two velocities that would have to be separated would be done 

so on the first decimal point favouring the outsider of the pair. So much so that it was the pleasure 

of Norman Welch to contact John and Debbie Clews to inform them, albeit by the smallest of 

margins that they had indeed won the coveted Beeston Two Bird Yearling Race. 

John openly admits that this particular day at the end May will hold some great memories for him, 

the day started with his federation race from West bay (some 180 miles to John and Debbie’s loft). 

At the clock strike (which incidentally was also at the Hooton HS) John was to be informed that he 

was second club West Bay and also second 4 Bird club West Bay and as it had been a day of seconds 

and had resigned himself to the fact that he would probably end up second in the Beeston Two Bird 

Club as well on hearing other local times. So what a welcome surprise when he was informed that he 

had indeed stepped up a notch and was announced the winner. 

John and Debbie Clews have been racing pigeons in the area since 1984, having met his wife Debbie 

while both were serving in her Majesties forces John in the Royal Navy and Debbie in the then 

Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRENS which was integrated into the Royal Navy in 1993). Although 

you think you may know people and especially with pigeon fanciers you don’t really get to know 

them or their personal back ground unless you sit and listen. I have known John to speak in passing 

as a local fellow fancier for a couple of years and that’s how long I have been in the hobby locally, 

but it’s not until you sit and listen that you start to understand and get to know the person and how 

they tick. 

John and Debbie’s background is one of a military back ground having served more than 

fourteen years in the Navy both moved to the area on leaving the Naval Service. During 

Johns naval career he became an intricate part of the now defunct field gun crew for the 

naval command of Devonport, for the younger people who may get to read this article, the 

field gun crew would represent the navy in a gunning running competition which was a 

highly skilled, trained, conditioned and fit group of men that had to perform to uphold the 

honour of the naval commands they represented. 

The Royal Navy Field Gun competition was contested by teams from the Royal Naval 

commands of Portsmouth, Devonport and the Fleet Air Arm (although teams 

from Chatham and the Royal Marines have also competed). At each performance of 

the Royal Tournament, two crews competed to transport a 12 pounder field 

gun and limber over a series of obstacles. 
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From the start line in front of the Royal Box, the crews pulled the guns and limbers to the 

end of the arena where they turned and carried themselves and the equipment over a 5-

foot (1.5 m) wall. The guns and limbers were then dismantled and carried to the top of a 

ramp on the "home side" of a 28-foot (8.5 m) "chasm". The crew set up a wire and traveller 

so all 18 members of the crew and their equipment could cross the chasm. The team and 

equipment then passed through a hole in the "enemy wall" at the end of the arena. Each 

crew then fired three rounds to end the "Run Out". The average time for the "Run Out" was 

85 seconds. 

The second part of the competition (the "Run Back") involved the crews taking all their 

equipment back over the 5-foot (1.5 m) enemy wall and then back across the chasm. Once 

all the crew and equipment were back on the home side of the chasm, the wire and 

traveller were dismantled and three more rounds were fired in a rear guard action. The 

average time for the "Run Back" was 60 seconds. 

In the final stage, the "Run Home", men, guns and limbers passed back through the hole in 

the home wall and then the teams "hook up and pull for home". The clock was stopped as 

the teams crossed back over the start line. The average time for the "Run Home" was 21 

seconds. 

Three Commands, Devonport, Fleet Air Arm and Portsmouth currently have associations 

made up of past members of their Command Field Gun Crews, since its demise in 1999 and 

a heritage centre and museum at Crownhill Fort, Plymouth is maintained and run by 

Devonport Field Gun Association. (information was supplied via 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_gun_competition)   

 

Field Gun Crews was extremely popular event at the Royal Tournament until it ceased in 

1999. The result would be sent to every serving naval ship or base around the globe 

While John indulged himself in what was nearly a profession within the navy as a “Speedy 

Wheel” which was reference to his job and position within the gun crew. John reminisces 

(quite rightly) with pride when speaking about his time in the gun crew and his days in the 

royal navy not least the meeting of his then bride to be Debbie.  

Having grown up in Scotty Road in Liverpool and later moving to Walton as a teenager John 

recalls the family of eight (man, dad, five boys and a girl) moved next door to a gentleman 

by the name of Billy Elder, it was here at this address that John got his first introduction to 
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pigeons and that was through his next door neighbour. Billy Elder and his brother would be 

the catalyst that would light the touch paper for John to get involved with racing pigeons. 

The Elder family still race pigeons very successfully today in Liverpool by way of Joe Elder 

and Son.  

Debbie on the other hand had quite a lucrative position when serving in the WRENS as she 

worked for the then Vice Admiral Sir Robert William Frank Gerken KCB CBE who was Captain 

of the Fleet in 1978, Flag Officer 2nd Flotilla in 1981 and Director-General Naval Manpower 

& Training in 1983. His last appointment was as Flag Officer, Plymouth and Admiral 

Superintendent at Devonport in 1985 before he retired in 1987. 

It would quite a testament to the couple that when they got married Debbie’s then boss 

Vice Admiral Sir Robert William Frank Gerken KCB CBE invited the couple to use his officer’s 

mess for their reception a gesture that is not awarded to just anyone. 

As a married couple (both still serving in the royal navy) they had their first of two daughters 

Kirsty was born in Plymouth while their second daughter Tamsin would be born once they 

had moved to the North West.  

On leaving the forces together John recalls them moving north to Eastham to set up home in 

Civi Street. “It must have been a sight to behold “john recalls “when we arrived in Eastham”. 

He remembers the day vividly “I had got my father in law to give me hand” john states “we 

have great neighbours, but god only knows what they thought was moving in next door 

when we arrived” John explained that as the couple had served in the royal navy when they 

applied to a council for accommodation there service formed part of there waiting list and 

as such (and quite rightly so) was taken as part of their application, to this end they got 

housed quite quickly and to an area of their choice.  

We arrived during a thunder and lightning storm with in a hired van along with an eighteen 

month old Rottweiler named Max, so the first impression we made in the area wouldn’t 

have been a good one “John says” laughing “good job we have great neighbours” he went 

on to say “they must have thought the clampetts had moved in next door” referring to the 

popular 1960’s American comedy “The Beverly Hillbillies”. 

Having set up home and left the navy John set up his pigeon loft and recounts buying a 

dozen Beaushearts from Louella World to get himself started, however although involved 

with his pigeons work was a priority and as such with his naval back ground and 

qualifications he found himself working on a rig with limited time at home  . Although the 

couple raced their pigeons it was with limited time which in turn can limit effort and as such 

manifest it’s self in the performances. It now noticeable that now John has finished working 

on the rigs that his performances have and are improving and as such culminating with his 

latest success from Carentan (285 miles) in the Beeston Two Bird Club. 

John and Debbie’s winner is a medium sized checker hen who fits in the hand like a glove. 

Her condition was excellent and is a testament to the partnership. She is conditioned on the 

roundabout system although the cocks and hens trap to separate traps. The hens are kept in 
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hen boxes and locked away after they have fed communally. They are watered in their 

boxes. 

The sire of this lovely hen is a cock procured at the Hooton HS breeder buyer sale in 2012 

from fellow club fancier Jones and Foster, this cock actually won that particular breeder 

buyer race and is from Jones and Fosters Staf Van Reet pigeons that are well known around 

the area for their performances. 

The dam is from Neil Gargan (the son of Ray Gargan) x Kenny Warrilow, she was sent to 

every inland race scoring in the Hooton HS four bird club taking second club West bay. John 

left the hen overnight with her cock locked together ion his box with nest bowl and straw. 

Due to the close ness of the result I asked John how she trapped. “To be honest” he says “I 

was sat facing where I expected the birds to come from on my chair with my ETS clock on 

the table next to me, I had a couple of birds that had still not arrived from the clubs earlier 

West bay race and heard the clock ping, I learnt over with the time not yet at the witching 

hour of six hours I was expecting to see a ring number from the earlier race but to my 

pleasant surprise it was one of my Beeston Two Bird Club pigeons and I had timed in under 

six hours which I thought at the time would be a good time and so it proved to be”.  John 

and Debbie’s velocity of 1417.445 wins pools through to G, first single nom and clock nom 

winning £488.40 plus £55 prize money. 

 

The winning hen of John and Debbie Clews 



 

The hen boxes of John and Debbie Clews. The winning hen is housed in the bottom 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The boxes where the cocks are housed John and Debbie will winter 20 pairs 



 

The future of the Clews loft the 2015 youngsters 40 youngsters are maintained and 

darkened ready for racing.   



     

 

The complete and compact set up of John and Debbie Clews, hens section to the left, 

Cocks in the centre and youngsters to the right hand side.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

John Clews (Left) with Paul Coombes (Beeston Committee representative) having his winning 

pigeon verified after winning the Beeston To Bird yearling race 2015.  

Congratulations from the President, Committee and members of the Beeston Two Bird Club. 

 

 

 



For the bridesmaid of the race we only have to venture two miles south of John a Debbie 

Clews to the relatively new loft of Alan Shinton in Ellesmere Port. Flying in his third old bird 

season but second old bird season in the Beeston Two Bird Club these lofts have been 

known to hit the bar on a number of occasions in the local club and federation but the step 

into old bird flying in the specialist clubs is a new endeavour that nearly paid off. 

Beaten by less than three tenths of a yard this yearling checker pied hen had previously 

been clocked after ten hours on the wing from Carentan MNFC as a youngster in 2014 and 

had been prepared for this race on the jealousy system which has been fruitful at this loft 

previously at federation level. This particular hen has raced every race up to the first West 

Bay and then sent being teased locking another hen in her box with her cock. This is not new 

to this particular hen and she does not always respond to the jealous act but when she does 

respond she performs. 

 

Robbie Sandland (R and R Sandland) with the hen that is second Beeston Castle Two Bird Club for 

Alan Shinton during verification of second place. 

 



 

 

Alan Shinton’s hen “Swifty” second Beeston Yearling Carentan at the verification for second place.   

Bred by close friend of Alan Shinton’s Dave & Andy Swift and Son (Thomas) not forgetting 

the work horse of the partnership Andy’s wife Nickki of Heage Derbyshire. The hen is bred 

from a Staf Van Reet cock which has been one of Dave & Andy’s best racing cocks winning at 

club and federation level he is a great grandson son of Toey, her dam is from Nick Adshead’s 

blood lines and is the same way bred as Nicks Billy Whiz, first and third section NFC. Alan 

would also time his second pigeon to take twenty third position. Doing a velocity of 

1417.129 Alan’s hen wins second share of pools through to G and second single nom 

winning £308.10 and £40 prize money.    

In third place we have the recently formed partnership of Jones, Lamb and Daughter who 

need no introduction in their locality. Being previous winners of the clubs Messac Classic 

and Young bird race they were again close up with this checker pied hen in third. It’s not 

often you visit a loft that has winner after winner lodging within its confines but this is one 

such loft. 

While visiting the partnership which consists of husband and wife Brian and Karen Jones 

along with Karen’s mum Val (Lamb)who is representing her late husband Colin who until his 

passing a couple of years ago flew with Karen as lamb and Daughter. It was apparent that 



Brian and Karen were celebrating their thirtieth wedding anniversary to which the whole 

pigeon fraternity locally wish them a happy thirtieth wedding anniversary. 

Both the Lamb and jones families are steeped in racing pigeon history locally and it stems 

from both fathers? on the Jones side we can go to Brian’s late father John who raced as J f 

Jones. John Jones who himself always wanted to win the Beeston Two Bird Classic from 

Messac but failed, however after John’s passing his wife (and Brian’s mum) Eileen raced as 

Mrs J F Jones and the following year would win the Beeston Classic an achievement that has 

to be right up there with any pinnacle of any local fanciers career. Eileen still flies today with 

her grandson Alan Foster as Jones and Foster (extremely successfully I may add at club, fed 

and amal level) and has had a hand in this year’s yearling winner by supplying the sire of the 

winner to John and Debbie’s Clews. 

There is also another Jones that should get a mention as part of the family and that is 

Brian’s brother Geoff who also flies pigeons in the Hooton HS and Saltney Social HS, 

although younger than Brian and not as accomplished a fancier as his older brother he never 

the less retains that Jones fervour for success and will I’m sure shortly (with Brian, Karen 

and Val’s stock lofts help) start appearing at the top of the sheet. Geoff is also ably assisted 

by his three daughters Carla, Ashlee, and jamee who are as keen if not keener than him and 

time allowing will reap rewards with their young birds this season.  

 As I write this report Mrs Jones is not very well and we all wish her a speedy recovery and 

get well soon from all the Beeston Castle Two Bird Club membership.  

From the Lamb side of the partnership stems from the late Colin Lamb who along with 

Karen his daughter raced as Lamb and Daughter from Colin’s residence and actually won the 

Beeston Castle Two Bird young bird race which had been a goal for some considerable time. 

Unfortunately I never got to meet Colin personally but I had the privilege to meet his widow 

Val and daughter Karen previously and who are two of the kindest people you would ever 

want to meet and this alone is testament to a gentleman who has left his impression not 

only on his pigeons but his family that are an ultimate credit to him and his memory. 

These two families (the Jones and the Lambs) are an absolute credit to our hobby they can 

reminisce of years ago as children with their parents racing, and they introduce something 

that is vital today their young relatives into a hobby that is desperate for its life blood which 

is youth.  

                            

 

 



 

The partnership of Jones, Lamb and Daughter holding their checker pied hen who wins third 

Beeston Castle Two Bird Club Yearling Carentan. Left to right Karen Jones (Nee lamb) Brian Jones 

and Val Lamb 

The ultra-consistent partnership are no strangers to winning specialist races and this race proved 

just a profitable again the pigeon in question a checker pied hen is bred from Cock from JC & I 

Millward of Buckley when paired to Brian’s 2012 Fougeres Federation and Amal winner. She has 

been a consistent pigeon winning eighth in the federation gold ring event from West bay as a 

youngster and also gaining club and federation honours this season.  

The hen was conditioned as all of their hens are conditioned by Brian’s version of the roundabout 

system, the hens trap ton their own section and are kept away from the nest boxes until prior to 

basketing. When sending across the channel not all birds are raced weekly only one of each pair will 

be sent to the race so they have a partner waiting for them on their return. The partnerships hen 

doing a velocity of 1400 wins the third share of pools through top G winning £227 plus £30 prize 

money. 

 

 

 



In fourth place we have Chester’s own Warren Walker. Warren is another who is no stranger to 

winning specialist races and is a passed Beeston Castle Two Bird club winner. Warren is the outgoing 

press officer of the Beeston Castle Two Bird Club and as the person trying to step into the huge 

space he has left I would like to pass on to Warren the sincere thanks of the Beeston Castle Two Bird 

club members for his continued support and his efforts over the years it has been very much 

appreciated. Warren’s game pigeon doing a velocity of 1384 wins fourth pull of pools through to G 

£176 and £25 prize money.   

 

Warren Walker getting his wallet ready at  

marking for the Messac Classic Race 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warrens fourth place pigeon is a blue checker 

yearling cock that was a consistent young bird in 

2014. Being first pigeon to the loft on three 

occasions, the highlight being one of the pigeons 

that arrived as a group of seven pigeons that 

arrived at Warren’s lofts from the Monmouth 

young bird race where Warren took the first 

seven positions in the North East Wales & West 

Wirral Federation. His sire is Warrens old Brian 

Shipperley’s stock cock which has bred many 

winners including first federation from the 

Channel for Warren. Purchased in 2006 as a late 

bred youngster he is a grandson of the “ 

WittenBuik” Vandenabeele. His dam is another 

Vandenabeele pigeon from Brian Dennis of Kent, 

namely Channel Queen. Brian retired from racing 

in 2013 at the grand old age of 84.This hen 

“Channel Queen” won the channel averages for 

Brian on her own. She is a granddaughter of 

champion “Lady GA GA” who herself topped the 

Kent combine from Le Mans by 52 yards per 

minute against 2821 pigeons.  



We have to go over to Runcorn for fifth position and to the loft of D & J Pickstock timing their first 

pigeon to record a velocity of 1373 taking fifth share of pools through G and winning £131.50 in 

pools and £20 prize money. The partnership then timed in their second entry twelve minutes later to 

not only gain fifteenth position but also secure second place in the double nom winning a further 

£23.60.     

In sixth place is back up the Wirral to the hard working John Rixon, probably the longest flying 

fancier on the day John timed his both entries to take sixth and sixteenth position and pooled 

through to G John takes a share of EFG winning £95 in pools and £15 in prize money, John’s velocity 

is 1366. In seventh position we have the Bromborough lofts of M K (Mickey) Locke, doing a velocity 

of 1365 with his first pigeon and winning £47 in pools and £10 prize money, Mickey then timed his 

second pigeon eight minutes later to take twelfth position and secure first pull in the double nom 

winning a further £35.40. 

In eighth place we have previous winners W Walker & Sons of Tarporley doing a velocity of 1352 

winning a share of pools through EFG taking £28 and taking the last of the prize money of £5. In 

ninth position we have Chester’s Derek Griffiths (1351) who also managed to time his second entry 

within two minutes of his first to also take eleventh place. Derek takes the last pull of pools E and F 

and wins £15. Closing the top ten and taking tenth position we have our very own secretary Jeff 

Churchill. Doing a velocity of 1350 Jeff just misses out on the pools and prize fund and closes the top 

ten for the race.  

The rest of the top thirty positions were P Coombes 1333. A Oates 1331. G Sefton 1317. K & K 

Rowland 1316. J & B Oakley 1306. G Ledward 1306 & 1291. R Johnson 1294 & 1287. Yates & Rogers 

1272. G Harrison1263. G Pulford 1252. P James & Son 1247. Jones & Foster 1246. A Morris 1238. 

Reports suggest that it has been a good race with good returns it just remains for the President and 

the committee to thanks all the participants and congratulate all the winners. The next race is the 

Messac Classic to be held on the Saturday 27th June we look forward to seeing you all there.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

A sad end to a great year, the past twelve months has seen some changes within the Beeston Castle 

Two Bird Club some will be minor and will not be noticed some will be major and again can go 

unnoticed by some but heart felt by others. By the time the first race of the 2015 season is upon us 

we would lose more lights from our already dwindling shade.  

Having myself not long started in this hobby I didn’t get a chance to meet the people who I’m about 

to mention and mores the pity, as a scribe needs the information and stories of yesteryear to get 

motivated to scribble his or her notes and these men would be a mind of information gone forever., 

The Beeston Castle Two Bird club lost a huge patron when we lost Alf Harvey and then Bob Murray 

passed away on Sunday 2nd November 2014 after a long illness. Early in the year we would then lose 

Roy Harding who won many good positions over the years. Roy raced is pigeons in Bunbury. 

Roy, Alf and Bob were long time members of the Cheshire Plains Federation all holding office in the 

Federation at some time or other. They were very good friends and all passed away within a few 

months of each other. Bob was also convoyer for the Cheshire Plains Fed for something like 25 years. 

The other Committee member who passed away only 5 weeks ago was Alan Lawson from Chester. 

He was a long time fancier, a very quiet person but a gentleman who in the Chester Club always got 

stuck in doing jobs that others did want to do. Spare a thought when waiting for your birds for these 

men, they have been stalwarts within this hobby and dedicated their spare time to ensure others 

could enjoy their hobby as they did. Also spare a thought for their families as passing only affects 

those that are left behind to grieve. These men have been and still are a credit to our hobby, the 

Beeston Castle Two Bird Club will for ever be in there debt for their contributions and endeavours 

may they rest in peace.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


